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Roland Clarke visited Sheffield recently and‘5poke

to David Blunkett, leader of Sheffield City Council,

and to a number of local greens.

Here is his report.

IF THERE'S anywhere in the country where green ideas
could be fused with red, it's Sheffield where the

'progressives‘ in the Labour—controlled council are
trying to make a break.from ‘paternalism' and
initiate "collective community politics";

Almost continuously controlled by Labour since the
1926 General Strike, Sheffield was heavily industri—
alised in the last century and employment has always
revolved around the steel industry. But with the
recession the city has suffered extensive-redundanr

cies, mainly in the steel industry, and unemployment
has trebled since 1979. One in every seven people
are out of work, with the worst hit being women,
older people, ethnic minorities, and the 10,000
young unemployed.

The situation has been magnified by the Tories'
measures to reduce local government spending.
Sheffield is One of the few local authorities which
have refused to reduce spending by cutting services
and sacking staff, and instead has begun a campaign
to win support for the maintenance of services,

though rates have risen nearly 80% over the last few

years.

heavily eating into those areas of essential work,

which would also be eliminating all the important
areas which have perhaps been neglected over the
years, which are now being tackled — innovations
and ideas, the areas which affect the quality of

life of the community,.not just basic statutory
needs... It's the inner city areas, the people who
are most deprived, the folks who haven't got all the

-Shout and the political clout, that get it."

REBUILDINC ON THE
RATES
The spending on such areas as social services is

high, but then the problems are in many areas

. appalling and the money goes where the benefit is
felt. Most greens, reds, and the odd nonrpolitical

type feel the services are good, visible, and should
General Opposition is muted and there
is a grudging respect for the council. I was even

:,be supported.

told that 'rabid' Tories admit that though they feel

At the forefront of this fight to;save jobs and

services is the 36-yearaold leader of the city
council, David Blunkett, who was first elected to
the council 13 years ago. Along with a dozen or so

young Labour Party councillors, he has over this
period changed the direction of the council.

peoplé."__The Council is now the biggest employer

with 31,000 employees - over twice as many as the
steel-industry. The knock-on effect of cuts would
be eftensive.‘ "Because we spend 80% of our cash on
education and social services, (the cuts) would be

By

the time he was elected leader in.May 1980, a more

open style of working that aimed to involve the
workforce and ordinary people much more, was beginning
to unfold.

When I talked to him about the consequences of the
Tory legislation, he pointed out that "if we would
implement either of the targets that the Government

has given us, in Sheffield we would be talking about
tens of millions of pounds and thousands of jobs;
one way or another, either by not filling vacancies

or allowing posts to lapse, or literally by sacking

that the Labour Party nationally is rubbish, in
Sheffield they‘ve done a good job.

Subsudising transport

Perhaps the most visible and popular poliqy is South
Yorkshire Metropolitan County‘s public- transport
scheme, initiated by Sheffield city and county
councillors. Heavily subsidised by the Met. County,

the bus fares in South Yorkshire have not changed

since 1975/76: it costs 7p from the edge of Sheffield

to the city centre!

According to a study done by

the Transport Studies Unit of Oxford University

-

(Feb. '83) there has been "a 3% increase in the number
of bus passengers (after allowing for the acquisition

of some independent Operators) over a period when

passengers declined by 23% in the rest of the country."

'

projects - such as worker co-operatives - with least
access to traditional sources of finance, and on

The cost of maintaining services, especially since the

government out central funds and imposed penalties for
ower-spending, is causing murmerings of discontent.

Some peeple feel that the rateS'are to blame for the
failure of businesses, and of new induStry to locate
in the city, but this ignores the economic climate

jointly plannedIventures with the private sectorI

_

which.will have a significant effect on local employ_ment.

than 2%uof
and the fact that rates totaI
less
sales
income.

area.

New em ployment
zones

The greens must be wary of Opposing the council over

rates, because they offer an.ideal Opportunity to

press for alternative means of local government

funding. The Labour Party were reluctant to raise
the rates and would prefer a return to_the 01d rate
-support grant. Others like Blunkett also favour a
hy a
reformed rating system,
local
supplemented

Five years ago there were 40, 000 people employed

there in steel making and allied trades such as
engineering. New only half that number are employed
and the few surviving factories are surrounded by
derelict buildings and wasteland. The 10eyear
programme prOposes a massive cleaneup and regeneration

income tax.

Subsiding industry
In a Fabian Tract, "Building from the Bottom: the
Sheffield Experience" (October '83), David Blunkett
and Geoff Green (principal strategy officer in the
council's Central Policy Unit) make some interesting

The most ambitious scheme is a regeneration of

the Lower Don valley, once Sheffield's main industrial

for nearly 2,000 acres through the creation of a
'120-acre park, a number of green corridors, the
”improvement of surviving industrial areas, and a new

'

points: "Even if Sheffield Council were legally able

to invest more than.the product of a-Zp rate in local

industry,_there are political limits to the amounts
that can raised from working—class householders. We
moat look for external finance, and it seems logical

to tap into pension funds generally and specifically

those controlled by. local councils. The principles
underlying their investments should be the same as

those governing the People’ 5 Bank.which supports the
rMondragon co-operatives in northern Spain... It uses
. the money of the people to re-invest in thoSe people."

employment zone.

When I asked.David Blunkett about

the sort of jobs that will be created by a scheme that

will cost the council a minimum of £8m, he replied:

of doing something about it
I "ObviousLy the action
creates jobs in itself both directly and in the knock—
on effect of materials and equipment, but also
_ obviously in that people in work are going to spend
money on goods and services that put other peeple into
‘work... But primarily we same what we can of the
special steels industry, because we do need a special
_
steels high-tech facility in Britain if we 're not
simply to give up any type of manufacturing base and
'hand over to the rest of the world to either provide
'for us, or for us to become supplemented by them.

The council's critics also seem to ignore the
benefits to the city's economy and social environment

?We need to look at what is going toghé”required»in
is
the 1990s, and therefore the development
products
very important..."

that much of the council‘s expenditure stays within

3 site of trees, shrubs and grass mixed in with small

of services such as education and housing, and forget
the area. Birmingham, which.h§§_cut its workforce,
and receives more central funds per capita, has
substantially higher unemploment and its economy is
devastated.

In "Building from the Bottom" David Blunkett and
Geoff Green tell us that “our home helps and teachers
surely make as much contribution to our economy as
stockbrokers or steelworkers employed by the private
sector. Council spending in 1983 on goods and services
from 900 local firms — worth around £20m — stimulated
the local economy and sustained private sector

employment. "

They see the problem arising from the theoretical

division of the economy by Tory and many Labour
politicians into two sectors: one productive, and the
other noneproductive.

And they call for the Labour

Party "to re—instate the central relationship between
alternative economic policies and a social strategy.
In short we should produce for need."

In Sheffield

this approach is already being explored by the

The new employment zone would initially be a 20-acre
factory units and workshops which will take up about

30% of the area. The units and workshops would be
made arailable to new firms and co—operatives whose
impulse was not the maximisation of profit but rather
the production of socially needed products.

i

Rates total less than.

2%. of sales Income

The council has already begun to encourage research
into such product developnent through the establish.-

ment, with the city university and polytechnic, of

the Sheffield Centre for Product Deve10pment and
Technological Resources (SCEPTRE), and in co-Operation

with similar groups elsewhere in the_UK.

Products

council‘s employment department set up two years ago.

already deve10ped include a dehumidifier designed I toI
alleviate condensation problems in houses, and a

This new department_is presently concentrating onI

washrbasin for the disabled.

David Blunkett says that they would "leak at setting

The council have helped with a number of small—scale
experiments - the PeaCe Shep, and various worksh0ps.
Most small schemes look puny and uninspiring along—

up people not just in production but in software and
expertise providers as well... We would obviously
want to see things that use some of the skills that
are available from Sheffield, which is a skilled

side large conventional enterprises, and are under—
rated. It seems that the eXperience of how such
alternatives are initiated, implemented and developed
are being either ignored or missed, partly thrbugh

artisan city, and people need the ability to use
their talent and have the status of being able to

lack of time, so that any 'growth' in their number

see something worthwhile which they themselves are
contributing to. And that means we 've got to
revolutionise our training facilities, our education
provision so people see thoSe possibilities, rather
than training people for the dole queue..."

or effectiveness_is being lost.

There is still a lot of initiative around which the
council has not grasped the significance of - yet.

A 'Group for Regenerating Our Wastelands' (GROW) is
trying to establish a city farm and Centre for

’

REACTIONS

Alternatives in the east end near the Lower Don
valley. They face problems of raising enough.money
to get started and finding a suitable piece of land,
especially since much of the urban wasteland is

polluted after decades of_industrial exploitation.
The original plot of land they hoped to get from the

Reactions among the peeple I spoke to varied from
some greens who saw the Lower Don valley scheme as
more of the same growth-oriented industrialism, to
green socialists who felt that at a time of increasing

council has now been earmarked for other development,

though another plotm_ay‘be available from elsewhere.
GROW hope to involve the local community as much as

unemployment, it was a realistic transition to more
sustainable non-exploitative work — unless it ended

possible in the project — for instance, by trying to
grow unusual vegetables which are used mainly by the

up fettered to the past. Given its present statements
and the influence of the large unions, the council
could be tempted to use the New Technologies to prep
up the remnants of industrialism.

West Indians and Asians who form a high preportion
of the community in this area.

The unions tend to be somewhat conservative in their

approach and need to be restructured and re—oriented
towards the future. .As one exeLabour Party member
(over the Falklands), but still committed socialist,
told me: "This close tie to the unions makes the

council more 'Labour? than 'socialist' in the true
sense of the label."

'

_

greens suffer from: the general ladk of insight into
the dynamics and development of new forms of working
and organising. This is not only visible on both
sides in the growth of small—scale projects, but

As David Blunkett put it:

"Well, I don't believe that there's a crock of gold
and we simply change hands with it, I do believe that
we can actually increase the available use of total
wealth that we have, not just the use of minerals,
products... and it can be stretched and new innova—

,also in the implementation of the council's
"collective community politics". This latter is

fundamental to the new approach to services, job
creation.and currently to building OpPOSition to the

tions, new developments can make things possible
that were previously felt to be impossible. So that
there's not just a finite amount there and you've
just got to dish it out differently." But he does

Rates Bill.

limportance of public service and the threat to it...
Therefore the steps we take now are providing a
foundation and at the same time doing a political

structures that help people make the right choices

education job which should have been done for many

about whether the resources are used to meet needs

years, whisk is to persuade peeple that public
service is good and provide essential facilities
- which are rightly the possession of the
peeple who
created the wealth and.who should spend it, .but
above all that it's democratic.

in the whole world, or to make profits for a slight

few.

David Blunkett may not have recognised the limits to

growth, but perhaps the concern for the right use of

resources is a step in the right direction.

Since

He sees this kind of politics as meaning that the
council "have to engage people in actually having

unlikely to bring back many old
the new ones it will create will beothers, especially those of people
such as women in offices, the

constraints may be recognised in time.

some say over things that affect them most, and
that's proving extremely difficult. A changing in

i

However the idea behind the new employment zone, with

its emphasis on a more human-scale working environment and a desire to find new ways of working and

_

socially needed products, is promising. But it needs
to look forward, not back, and at the radical

potential for small-scale enterprises.

As David Blunkett put it: "We need to

raise awareness and consciousness about the

qualify it by emphasising the need for democratic

new technology is
jobs, and many of
at the expense of
already badly hit

DIFFICULTIES
The council also seems to have a disease that even

the way in which services are experienced by people —
their commitment being related to the feeling that
they are services, tWatthey belong to them. The
involvement cf tenants in the running of their
houses, of disabled people in the centres run by
social services committees, the involvement of
people in sports and leiSure activities u in the
sense that they help to run them." Something very
different from the 'Focus' politics of the Liberals.

"Allthose things are possible, who... still.

CritiCism therefore needs to be censtructive, away

retaining.a perspective of the redistribution of
.wealth.and power by actually using from the centre
the resources that are.available and the clout that‘s

available to put that in the way of those who
normally would not have the right to a share of the
cake and the say, rather than simply pretending

as many Liberals have done that you can deal with it

without significant change in the distribution of
resources or in the distribution of power." Greens
take note 3

frOm confrontation towards co-operation, especially
where such a local authority shows signs-of wanting
to change. As one person said to me, itwwould be a
tragedy if the potential was not realised because

the HOW rather than the WHAT was left out. Sheffield
offers the basis for building a future for peeple
and the planet, even though the city council may be
tied to understandable short—term employment and
Now it needs a green perspective.

welfare concerns.

Dawid Blunkett does not see himself as "green or
black", but he sees community investment, the right
use of resources, and democratic decisionemaking as
"usefully balanced in a socialism that puts the needs
In other
of people and the quality of life first.

He is just as critical of past local Labour admini—
strations — "I think that's been the lesson of the

Labour Party in office in loCal government in the

last few decades, that very well—meaning activity

words it's the politics of people, it's human beings,
rather than peeple who are subject to economic

turned into benevolent paternalism, which in turn
smothered or controlled people in a way' Which is
detremental to their own activity."

market forces.“
"And therefore I believe that those who are committed
to a decent environment, and are concerned in the

"It's a very difficult line.that we tread in hating
to take action from the centre and having to make
the machinery work differently and having to ensure

ecological arena, have to be socialists; because

that you throw the weight of the local state (as it
was put a few years ago) behind people. And that
does mean that at times you move faster than you
It means that you sometimeswould really prefer to.
’

make mistakes."
It's clearly early days and the council is trying to
ensure that the direction is right, but there are
in—built problems which all progressive groups
inherit. Hierarchies with traditional ways of
working, and often with fixed ideas, can pay lip
service and hy-pass innovation or even undermine it

'by fettering it to out—dated demands.- Local
authorities and unions-are as prone to this as big
business and.Whitehall, and Sheffield has not

sufficiently avoided the problem.

only by logical-democratic decisionrmaking can you
overcome them. Market economic forces will always be
against it because there will always be short—term

decisions and the pressures of profitability, not in
the logical use of what is rightly ours."
I can't agree with his suggestion to join the Labour

Party — yet — but I’do believe'that a socialist

concern for people is fundamental and that it must be
merged with a green concern.for the planet.

Many thanks to Darid Blunkett for the interview,
and to the many others who gave and supplied”'
information.

-
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PUBLIC RALLY Tickets: £3 ($2 each for live or more) 31.50 unwaged

Friends House. Boston Rd, London NW1 Wed 6 June. 7.30 pm

Leading participants in The Other Economic Summit will introduce its main themes and directions.

‘

ECONOMICS lune 7,3. 9. Royal Overseas league Park Place. London SW1

Day One: People, Work Day Two: Finance. Trade, Institutions Day Three: Resources. Environment
Tickets: £12/day, $30 for all three (inc. papers) Conference Papers: complete set for 38
It is hoped that groups working locally for The New Economics, or those concerned with peace.
conservation or world development. will take advantage of the ocrosion of the Western Summit to stage
their own parallel activity. We will be preparing a Brieﬁng Sheet on this to help such groups. and would
like to hear from them.

SUMMIT
6-10
84

Places for the Conference are limited. Priority will be given to those wishing to attend the whole
Conference. Please send 510 deposit for each Conference place reserved. Balance payable on receipt of
Conference papers.
Please complete and detach the form below and return it with any remittance to:
The Secretary, TOES, 42 Warriner Gdns. London SW11 4DU

JUNE

_-————--—_———--—_—--—_——

Please
send
I am interested in a parallel activity locally Please send me copies of your brieﬁng sheet. t- J a SAE

I I would like to know more. Please send me copies of your leaﬂet. E-

: lwould like _tickets for the Rally, cost 5

A NEW ECONOMICS

I would like to reserve _ places at the Conference, deposit(s} S;
Please tick as
I Days: OneD Twolj ThreeCl

to end the abuse of human and material resources and promote just
and sell-sustaining patterns of trade and economic development.

THE OTHER

I

Stream: LocalE] NationalD lnternationalE!

applicable

I would like __ sets of Conference papers cost £
1 would like to make a donation to support The New Economics and to help meet the very
"‘
ECONOMIC SUMM”
I considerable expenses of The Other Economic Summit 3
will take place. in London at the same time as the meeting at Lancaster
I (Cheques payable to The Other Economic Summit please) I enclose-i
House of. the leaders 0f the seven richest. capitalist countries. It will give

I

.

expressiOn to a new economics — economics as if peOpIe mattered

the economics of enough the economics of permanence — bringing
together many of the pioneers in this ﬁeld and demonstrating that there
is a sane humane. life-afﬁrming life-conserving alternative to the old
economics of destruction and despair.

I

I
:

I

Tel work

home

exploitative venture of any kind is most often — even
if it ultimately succeeds — a frustrating and,
extremely difficult task but what evidence is"there
to suggest that d01ng these things has brought or wil
"
bring world peace-one jot nearer?

Ho

The multinational corporations and cartels, the_
state socialist companies, the governments-with their
vested interests in nuc1ea1 weapons and nuclear V
power will continue to divide, rule and exploit as 1

SEnhrace the Earth: a Green View of Peace. Jonathon

Porritt and others.

14-? “failure to step Cruise in '83 shown their 1nab111ty

to do very much about it.

n The Green and the Peace must be brought together if
we are to have any hope of a future. This is the

sif instead of Christian.Democrats in Germany and,
Tories in Britain.we were-to read different hues

socialist, then the Opportunities for the sort ofof-

social and political shift which 'Embrace the Earth’

collective project which though compiled by Jonathon

is all about would be very much enhanced.

Porritt integrates the_thoughts and aspirations of
a group of well-known and active Greenpeacers.

. Certainly too their analysis of all that is wrong

with the earth, or rather the dominant species Which
inhabits it, is an all—embracing and therefore
devastating one.

If the situation had been

different, of course, if Cruise had been halted and

underlying constant - and warning - of this readable
and well—organised pamphlet. Herein lies its
7
primary achievement, for ’Enbrace the Earth‘ is a

a

Moreover, the combined forces of the _weSt'“

European and American peace movement have in their

[

3

before.

Green CND/CND, 90p.

I

' ~

_

This then is not to deny the Greenpeacers the ,
cogency or indeed potency of their message, simply

to warn that withOut a 'traditional' political

"

configuration in their favour, not only is the _7,

message itself likely to fall on stony ground, but
the credibility of those preaching it is likely to

In a series of succint and informed chapters it
seeks to Show how the threat of nuclear weapons is
just the tip of the iceberg and that what lies

be seriously deflated. Which is why in the lastanalysis I was frankly disappointed by this pamphlet.

arms race, the impoverishment of the Third WOrld and
the misuse of energy resources through to what it

campaigners to chew on, has no contribution or green
antidote to the Russian bogey/threat (which is after

beneath is a whole host of ills ranging frOm the

.calls 'technomania‘ and the 'feminine/masculine
imbalance‘ir Unless we start sorting_these things
'out now, argue the Greenpeacers, the likelihood of
'having a safe and sane world is a bleak one. Indeed
the whole point of the pamphlet is to suggest that
dismantlement of the 'bomb' cannot be achieved in
isolation but onlywithin the context of a general

It gives very little focus for non—green peace;

all what correctly or incorrectly worries most.

people), nor incidentally an iota of comfort or even
interest in our East European counterparts. It ,
sidesteps what Greens can or could do to help shift
the actual
monolith - almost a1l
the
political
’

.55lisviia>

-.'

'

aand far-reaching economic, political but moat
particularly social green revolutiOn.

With this critique I found myself surprisingly little
at variance. Surprisingly because being neither4a
member of Green CND or the Ecology Party I was quite
consciously looking for error or weak logic. Leaving
the quibbles aside, however, I do have one bone to
pick with this pamphlet and I think it is a serious
one o
It concerns that old chestnut 'w?‘ How do wei
go about convincing people, including people already ?
in CND, of the necessity of this line of action, how
do we work for
Green goal at the same time as
the

'

for Peace?

n

The Green answer to this as revealed in chapter 6,

'The Politics of Green Peace', iS-a strikingly bold

and simple one;

"The essential green position is_

uncompromising". Unilateralism is neither here nor
there, we must brush aside not only NATO but the
'traditidnal' politics, and our vehicle for doing
this should be a grassroots self—reliance which is
committed to nonviolent direct action and civil
V
disobedience.
.

MoreOver, "instead of shouting 'Jobs not Bombs‘ we
'
should start trying to set up small businesses and
cooperatives. Instead of worrying over sparse
m attendance at business meetings, we should establ1sh
social sentres where people can gather of their own
accord, and ideas can arise Spontaneously.
Instead
of merely campaigning against the bomb, ‘we should be.

creating a society based on principles and ideals

where there is simply no room and no time for
things
such as atomic weapons."
These are admirable Sentiments indeed; but let us be

brutally'honest, how much chance do they have en thei
own of stopping the bomb and creating ecotopia in the
world of spring 1984? Greenpeacers will know all too
well that attempting to set up a self—reliant, non—

page"!

Cattention it 1avishes.on the green parliamenthrians.

in.West Germany is focussed on what they have done ;.
outside the Reichstag — and ignores the complex and
bleak international and domestic political
realities
-of _the here and now.

'Embrace the Earth's conclusion is prefaced with a
picture. In it are a crowd of smiling people. [111

with the exception of a token black man and a token

red Indian (or is it a punk?) are young, white, and

'obviously hippy men and women. If this is how the
producers of_this pamphlet see themselves now or in;

a transformed world community of the future, thqy_i‘
jhave a long'way to go before they will recruit_ﬂ

_members of the wider peace movement, let alone

convince an indifferent and otherwise preoccupied

.public

at large.

-Mark Levene’i-EI

-automation can proceed to the point where something
like 90% of the adult population would not be required
to work, this would put an impossible burden of
taxation on the 10% in work.
True_he does-discuss taxation by VAT, viSualising_

Snutomation, Unemployment and the Distribution of
Income: Keith Roberts._ European Centre for Work_and

‘

uSociety, 1982.

1L

‘

. _

' “ ‘
_

_

_

_

Keith Roberts is described in this work as Head of th
- -Theoretical Physics Division at UKAEA Culham Laborar tory and also Principal Editor of Computer Physics
Communications. He is a 'software' specialist having
held a visiting professorship at Imperial College,
London.

this work Mr Roberts has sought to bring
engineering principles into the economic field. He
Sln
discounts the present objectives of the major politi—
cal parties in seeking to promote schemes for
creating employment, particularly the expansionist
‘ ideas that have been put forward by such peeple as

Meynard Keynes . He contends that automation is
“Lord
bound to proceed to such lengths that it would

eventually nullify any work promotion engendered by
~either heavy financing of industry or large scale
government projects. He visualises a steady reductio
in the need by regular industry of human labour,
though he recognises that this may be off-set
somewhat by transient or part-time‘woik. From this
he deduces that it is no longer politic to rely on
investment and employment to provide everyone with
w a livelihood.
His solution is to advocate the paying of a basic
subsistence income called the Nat1onal Dividend

1.

"payable to all citizens irrespective of any other
income. This means that anyone not in.work gets the

' Dividend, while anyone in work gets the Dividend and
A
his or her pay. It is proposed that the Dividend

_replaoes most of social security payments, including
unemployment and child benefits with supplements, old
age pensions, and student grants, and that it Operate
without a means test or other restrictiOns. It will
be seen that this bears a close resemblance to the
National Income Scheme of the Ecology Party. The
author argues that it meets the needs of growing
automation and puts less pressure on industrial
workers to adopt the restrictive practices now fe1t

“necessary to preserve standards of living and that it

will-encourage transient and part-time work.” He

forsees a steady increase in the Dividend suggesting
it soon reaching a figure of £1500 per head, with

children receiving-half this.

For a family of two

-adults and two children this would work at £90 per

' week approximately..

When, however, we come to the funding of the project

difficulties are found.

In the Summary he says,

"Taking the UK as an example, we find that half the

national income would need to be distributed as ND
_ and half as wages, salaries and profits, and because
of the total size of the ND it would.be necessary to

finance it by taxation." Now if, as has been implied
elsewhere in the treatise, the tax is to fall entirel

on the earned incomes and profits, this would mean on
of 100% - hardly an inducement for anyone to go to

increasing it t0'100%. This would mean thoSe on the
ND only would have to pay it as well as those earning. 7
You then get the situation of the government giving
money with one hand and taking it away with the other.
Though he does refer to Douglas Social Credit, he does
not accept its idea of financing the ND with the
creation of consumer credit based on the country's

production despite the fact that it deals with the
situation of automation progressively destroying
taxable incomes.

In general it can be claimed that this treatise_has
been compiled in too simplistic or ecliptic a way. It.seems to imply that the author visualises that there

is a limited amount of money in existence going round
in a continuous circuit. It does not appear to

recognise that money comes into existence as a resultof vast loans from the banks who create it out of
nothing, and when these loans are paid bank the money
is destroyed. It does not consider the great burden
of interest that the public has to pay on these loans
in higher prices or taxation; that this accounts for
40%rof all rates and nearly £25 per week paid on
average by every family in taxation.just for the

interest alone on the National Debt.

When the author

faces up to these matters, then it will be possible
to take this treatise more seriously.

Wilfrid Price

We; on TH?
Ecology 2000: The Changing Face of Earth. Edited.by
Sir Edmund Hillary'. _Michael Joseph, £10. 95

A

._l

l

1

"If you think you're going to survive the next thirty
years - think again!" was how the publicity presented?
Gordon Rattray Taylor's eco-crisis classic, 'The
Doomsday‘Book', in 1970. Fourteen.years on we are, by
and large, still here. Despite a mounting catalogue
of threats (and of books about them) we seem to be
learning to live with them, and taking a more measured
view of them. Certainly this very measured and
tastefully illustrated book covers the whole spectrum
'
of environmental problems, including several never
considered by Taylor back in 1970, in a skillful and
objective manner.
Edited by Sir Edmund Hillary in the role of popular
.
figurehead, it includes contributions from such
excellent writers as Norman Myers and Michael Allaby.

‘The fact that Tom Burke, former—FoE—stalwart—SDP—

aspirant, gets to write the sections on the "Politics

of Ecology" and "The Future" will signify to many
Green Line readers that this book offers no radical —
solutions, but it is undeniable that the presentation
of this book will get the ideas of writers like Myers
across to a far wider audience. One hopes that this
might help turn many of the concerned into the
committed.

"eco-experts" saying? Firstly, they
Even if the quotatiOn should' So what are these
use'of the word "we” in the first
to
my
lie
the
give
be taken to mean that the wages, salaries and pro-fits
paragraph. Our temperate, well-watered island, amply
amount to half the national income after tax has
equipped with energy supplies, is comfortably buffered
been deducted, this would mean a tax of 50% just to
Swould
against such crises as desertificatiOn, deforestation,
the Dividend and does not take into account
and starvation, that ravage the South and are fully
roads,
defence,
pavnents in the public sector for
wmaintain
As are also acid rain, climatic
work or keep investments.

services, etc. , etc.

claimed

‘health

Furthermore as it is

by such peeple as Professor Stonier that
page8

described here.

.change, and plant and animal extinctions._ Not much_on

lead and DDT, two early '703 concerns, even less on
nuclear energy and even less than that on nuclear
_
_ weapons. Editorial policy might be seen as being
deliberately apolitical by some; but when one lo.oks _at
'
the crises that are facing the South, it dees put
Greenham Common into a less urgent
1.
perspective.
The most interesting area of debate — even outright
conflict — in the book involves the human angle that

n

can.be summarised as asking how far can the native

RaciSm and sexism, so intrinsic to the -male militarye

industrial complex, has hidden the role of Black
women and thus their power as a revolutionary_force for
To illustrate the focus of the

booklet she uses a quote by Selma,Jemes:
"Up to now
many
of us have been'told to forget our own needs in
a'
some wider interest which was never wide enough to
include us."

By tracing the historic connections_up to the present

To criticise them for so doing is, as Myers says,
"absurd" and "highly immoral"; but in many areas,
notabLy the Sahel, traditional policies are becoming
dangerously inappropriate. This dilemma is best

she reveals how there'has always been a Black.women's

peace movement through Black women activating the US

-civil rights movement and Black welfare mothers
_ refusing to send their sons to Vietnam. This also

encapsulated by Edmund Hillary in his introduction
Swhere he considers the problems. of deforestatiOn and

, exposes the futility of the white middle-class notion
of peace.

,soil loss being faced by Sherpas in their traditional
heartland of Khumbu in Nepal. He admits that many of

Not recognising the interconnections, she says, leads

problems they face are due in small part to his and

efforts} After he helped open up the area to
:the
foreigners with the '53 Everest Expedition, he became
m aware of how badly off the Sherpas were and started
raising money to improve paths, build an airstrip,

to the traps of middle class careerism in social
management and institutionalised race relations.

* gives
examples of previous actions, including the

_
She

church occupation in 1982 by prostitutes in London's
Kings Cross red—light area, which have involved

differing but connected issues_to illustrate the
direction and priorities of future organisation.

schools, and hospitals, and has helped them massively-»

.improve their standard of living.

connections, which she outlines in the booklet, in

order for any of the secial movements to actually move.

all social movements.

p0pulations of the world be "permitted" to continue
traditional agricultural policies such as slash and
;
burn that, trivial as they may seem when compared to
the agro—industrial machine, are having very serious
m effects in a number of marginal habitats.

*

digested, but acted upon. Sex, race and class, she
says, are all peace issues and she passionately
emphasises the need to understand.their mutual .

Yet in so deing he

has led the way to far more tourism in the area and

I

increased the fuelwood demand and deforestation. In
an attempt_to solve this problem he persuaded.the
Nepali government to declare a National Park — in the

7

she feels revolves around the strategy of

This

demanding
_that the state "pay women, not the military"

VI
R

jThe connections she talks about can be seen in the
same system of institutionalised values which is

face of Opposition from all the Park's inhabitants.

behind the forthcoming Police Bill and the enacted

While the inhabitants are now happy'with the Park,

_NationalityIAct, which'with "internal passport controls

Hillary then does a turn—around and criticises a Swiss
_ terrorise Black people and immigrants into not
aid project which is building a highelevel road
-'demonstrating for peace,

while the Police Bill

through the edge of the Himalayas some days walk

threatens to drive everybody's organising underground."

away, because this will end the "natural beauty" -of
the area. Yet throughout Nepal the one thing that isrr
universally welcomed by Nepalis is the roads and
,

Institutionalised racism is backed up by a domestic

army deterring social change.

But although the connections must be made, while still
improved communications. Unsurprisingly they do not
wish to remain isolated in their unspoilt countryside. : _focussing on different isSues, she feels it is
_essential that women, in particular Black‘women, who
are on the bottom of the hierarchical pile, have
;-political autonomy. She says, "Just as women' 8
’
:autonomy in the peace movement has expanded what the

The string of contradictory attitudes in all this

illustrates the differences between "traditional"

conservation attitudes of protecting the uniquely

beautiful areas of the world, and a more realistic
ethic that_sees the people who live in those areas as

gwhole movement is capable of — by expanding the

capacity of the least powerful to speak for ourselves —

equally important. Ecology 2000 doesn't answer this
or many of the other questions it raises, parthy of
because they are not questions that we can
' “course
answer. If the book makes some people think a lot
harder about the issues it will have served an
,important purpose. It should be read.by as many
people as possible: and I would like to remind the'
publishers that this won't happen.until it comes out
as a paperback. Until then, make sure your librany
gets it.

“Black women raise survival issues for the whole of the

newew

a

Black community from the bottom up."

_'It's those survival issues that also contribute to the
“invisibility of Black people in the peace movement.

"Cooped up and stranded in some of the most dank and

_decrepit housing, in some of the most noisy and polluted
areas, we need for the powerful sectors to understand
1 that because we are poor doesn't mean we are stupid...
I; Like the majority of the working class people, especially
women, we are terribly overworked, terribly underpaid ans
.often too exhausted to rally to any cause beyond immedia1
survival. "

Chris Church

-‘ a:

_ Yet the strategy of "pay women, not the militany" comes
vfrom the writings of a white middle-class woman, Virginia
WOolf, and the realities of Black.welfare mothers in the
States. This, Wilmette feels, highlights and challenges

U!

”the economic Oppression of Third World women which is the

'g backbone of the patriarchal militany industrial supremacy
_'§y giving economic power to women, especially Black

Black Women and the Peace Movement.

- women, "it opens the_possibility to refuse fascism as a

Wilmette Brown.

form of compensation for the degradation of white people

Kings Cross Women's Centre, 71 Tonbridge Street, London

W01.

—H

£1.25 incl. p & p.

'

For the peace movement to acnieve its aims, then what
Wimette Brown has to say has not only to be noted, and

by the militany industrial complex."

This economic strategy needs further explanation.and one
is not sure whether this is sloganising in order to raise

our collective consciousness or to be demanded in reality

Neither does she extend her analysis of connections to
page 9
(Continued on p. 13:

Conclusion.
THE PATH I
TO SUICIDE

1

His idea was that if you just dig a hole and put
earth'over yourself, you can survive an atomic
attack! Whereas anybody who knows anything'about

,

the effects of among other things nuclear radiatiOnn
Iows
that this_is insane. A school child asked
"
is going to put the earth on t0p of you. Even
’
imple practical level, you see, Jones had
‘ tIo terms even with the simple
physical .
I But if you understand that in fact the”

wof
' this madness is to deny physical
come to realise why it is that in

What I began to realise after I

had}
pornography and antiwsemitism, and
'
America, was that
ideology,
any
thought or ideas, can be used

data that point out the danger cf
t, that point out the ecological
_
facing today, that the powers of this
continue on the same course of self—
— Ibecause they don't believe
their
that

us from ourselves, can be us

ledge, Can be used to fail
The psychological motiv:"
as I have described is‘
you are emotional,

;

, ,

;.

e
e"

I

to culture, then I'

,

”

~-

’
neirsafety lies in believing in an ideology,
.
CI .1eve is correct.

of delusionary

'believe-that som ‘

spirit but yet :1 d
‘

a hurricane,
or I'm not going to ’ suffer fro
-

famine.

'

ablish a world”
totalitarian move-

I

*

consistencwhich is

of the human mind than._

through sheer imagination'
., e1 at home, and are spared
cks which real life and real
1 o human.beings and their
no force possessed by totalitarian.
es in its ability to shut the masses

So that in some subtle way I

experience myself as not part of this
not dependent on the earth or on
Within this civilisation this kind _
nature and culture can really be expo,

any ideological syStem, even ideologica
With which I agree. Even feminism can be
way.

off from: he real world."

_Later she says that indeed what happened under Hitle17

in the Third Reich and what does happen under
totalitarian regimes is that people cease to believe
the evidence of their own eyes and ears - that they
don't credit their own perceptions, but prefer to
Ibelieve in what their leaders say is real. And this

I want to read to you again from Timmerman. H.
speaking again of the thinking of the authoritar
regime in Argentina that imprisoned him:
"The devices are recurrent in all totalitarian
ideology, to ignore the complexities of reality
,
or even eliminate reality, and instead establish a
simple goal and a simple means of attaining that
goal."

giving up of the authority of the self, by the way,

is an inevitable result of having abandoned your
material life, because if you are Split against
ryourself, if you are split against your own body and

‘your own emotional life, then it becomes a kind of

So that slowly what happens is that through an
natural progression of that to give up the right to
ideological system one begins to believe more in
:make
decisions about your life to someone who has
‘___
ideas, to put ideas in front of material reality.
1.
Ibeen made an authority by culture - because you trust
Psychologically, through maintaining the supremacy
cultural
more than you do your own natural
authority
of an idea. one experiences the delusionIthat one
existence.
has power over nature; therefore one feels that,
As I said before, really veny humaniStic systems of—_
through being able to manipulate reality intellec—
— theories - can be used in-the same way, can
'ideas
tually, one is going to survive. One creates
turn
ideologies whose real purpose is not to
into
physical safety in this way. You come across for
‘explain the nature of reality, not to understand the
instance a statement from T K Jones, the man who was
nature of existence, but in fact to make us believe
hired by Reagan in Washington as adviser on civil
that we have power over nature and over reality
El!
defence, whose idea for saving the American
which is not natural, which is not possible.
'
population from the eventuality of a nuclear bomb
I
" I want to read you a passage from Isaac Deutschor'
attack was to distribute shovels to every
s
American;¢,far~
a-

h
h

.-

.-

biography of Stalin, in which I believe Stalin was
_
'
in fact doing this:

I want to read to you a section from Sassoon's

description of world War 1 so that I'm giving you a-

"He (Stalin) was now completely possessed by the

contrast between the atmosphere in which decisions

idea that he could achieve a miraculous. transfor-

about war are belng made-today, and the atmosphere

in which they were made in World War 1:
=
.
"After
about
in the_dark and tripping over
groping
tent ropes I was beginning to lose my temper, when

mation of the whole of Russia by a single tour de-

force(Deutscher is explaining-that period of '
Stalinism that.occured when he was trying to

industrialise the Soviet Union very quickly.)

He

I Opened a door and found
myself in_a guard room.

seemed to live in a half-real and half—dreamy worldof statistical figures and indices of industrial
orders .and instructions, a world in which no target
and no ob'
grasp."
,
_

A man naked to the waist was
kneeling in the middle
of the floor
at his chest and we
clutching
eping
The
uncontrollably.----guard was standing around

And he spe

.

tnying to
ed the f:

*

were actua ,

.

_

,

e

_.

l

"The."t°

.1

H

u

'

cursing the war and the Fritzes. Almost like a

prodigio

logic and

upside d
suddenly

.111

.
wrong.
'Why sir, the man's been under detention
for assaulting the.military police,=and;now he's

_,

:

huts whi

shell-shock case

‘

.

.1

,
.-

u

.7

some illu

he seems.‘

e? s.

(...0'

As -I went

H

_

0 course it s prec1sse1y*those uncou
owlings.
that now the generals have finally managed to

But in fact

now: one hug
I've been readi
that the Pe

-

'
:

years ago,
y
y
mg
g
they constructed all the moves that they felt would
occur in an actual nuclear
war, and th
through those moves in akind cf the
-a ,
_went
construction. At the point at which the Pe
generals are supposed to be decidin.g whether or not

_

and.

The

It's as if thepo ssibilityof death has
'
'
t th 1§9
..
Seviet are new

,

to conduct a war, they are taken by a limousine to

.

.

’1nsulation can never be complete, because the reaI
feared enemy is the self. Underneath the American

mortal.

_

are transitory, temporal human beineS'

a central location in Hashington to a room which is
'
filled with maps and charts and TV screens with
computer figures flashing on them. They are takenoﬂ:
completely out of the natural world. t only are
they not looking at any real cities, any real battle
field, any real human beings that are going to
engage in armed conflict; but they' re not even
looking at the weapons that they themselves are
going to use. They're only looking at figures.
It's sort of like culture rarified down to its most
abstract unit. And the language that they use in
order to make this decision - they receive communi—
cations from American bases all over the world, in
this fantastic sort of wer game, that describe what
the Soviets are supposed to be doing- and these
communications all come in a code, so that even the
language of what‘s occuring has been moved one step
further away from an.emotional, physical reality.
50 that nobody says to them, "My God, the Russians
are coming over the Yugoslav line!" It's more like

couth

,Our

.

ch we

time
well
up inside you, every time that you feel grief or
anger or love, every time that you feel hungry all
of‘a sudden, or you want to burp or go to the bath-

_ room — you know suddenly that you are physical and?

that you are mortal: and so you really can't get
away from this knowledge that youire part of the
biosphere. Yet this is a civilisation which has so

much learnt to associate safety from escaping that
knowledge, that we increasingly grow into a state
of panic through this
selves.

separation

from our

physical

You can see this very clearly in the history of the
holocaust. You.would think that, suppose the Nazis
were afraid of Jews because they ascribed to the
JewishpeoPIe the power of nature to take and give
awaylife, that when the Nazis had stripped the Jews

of civil rights (Jews were not allowed to ride on

"X23 - 54, code 15qIR—3" - you know, the possibility
for any physical, emotional reaction.which ties one
in an intuitive sense to reality and then_bears with
it because of that.
The desire to survive has been

..public transportation, they were not allowed finally
_ even to own pr0perty, to vote, to hold governmental

'f_office), you would think then that perhaps the

eliminated from the plan.

‘

15Nazis would begin to feel safer and that they would
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calm down once the Jews had been stripped of these
rights. But in fact the cries of anti—semitism got

The very means which we use to c0ntrol nature, to _
dominate nature, or to dominate the 'other', lead us
back to images of the very deaths we fear. For
instance, the production of atomic weapons, which
lead us to believe that we are powerful, leads to th
existence of-plutonium: and so we have these great
masses of plutoniUm and We don't know quite what to
do with them. It's almost-as if plutonium were this
great massive— amount of unconscious knowledge that
we don't know where to put-: it seeps out and comes
through the air and can get us frOm every angle.
There's no way of beating it. Soin.producing this
very weapon that makes us feel very powerful, we've
become in a—way unnaturally powerless. We lose even
the simple phySical power of survival that we have
by virtue of being human beings.

more shrill as the Jewish people became less and

less powerful.

And the more the Jew fell under the

control of the Nazi,.the more the Nazi-escalated his

anger against the_Jew and his fear of the Jew until in fact Jewish_people were tortured_and killed.
You can see'the psychology of this in the early

history of Reagan before he became President.

When

he was in Hollywood and an actor during the McCarthy
period, he really sided with the 'Reds-underathe—
bed' fear. He_was in an interview with Robert
Scheer recently describing that period of history
and he actually said well, it was we the actors who‘
were not_communists or communist sympathisers who

were on a blacklist. In fact, if-you know the
history of the blacklist in Hollywood, it devastated
many people's lives — not only their economic.
careers, but it was very devastating to many people
psychologically,.suddenly not to be able to work,
to have to leave the country. Those who were in
the right wing or cons-ervative, as was Reagan,
benefitted a great deal economically and in every
other way, socially
McCarthy period be
this favouritism and;
couldn't take.

What I discovered within pornography was that in fact
this kind of ideological solution, this'madness,
this delusion that we can identify with culture and
hence survive through.that and dominate nature, has
as part of its hidden agenda a final solution: and
it's a very frightening one.
t on played out in

--photographing the
twomen his camera — which is loaded with a sphere —
fires the Sphere into the woman' 3 body, so his
camera then takes a picture of her in her death
agonies. And while I was studying the holocaust
I learned that there were two paradoxical things
going on in the holocaust which you would think on
the surface of it would be contradictory. At one
and the same time the Germans were doing everything
possible to hide the fact that the concentration

The Nazi had the same kind of reversal of power
belief too. Even though the Jewish people had been

stripped of civil rights and put in concentration

camps, the Nazi still continued to believe that ther
Jew had this enormous power over the German people.

Why is it that Reagan suddenly imagines himself to;

have been blacklisted — which is just a complete
reversal of the truth? Just as the Nazi believes
himself to be in the power of the Jew, or the
‘
American racist mentality says it's black people on
welfare who are causing very high taxes, or black
people are taking away all the jobs — which is one 7
of the easiest things statistically to demenstratei
is not true. I've heard the same kind of argument
in England towards people of colour: it‘s a

camps existed.

They did not want the international

judgement to come upon them.

So they constructed a

g.f?k£ concentration camp for the Red Cross to come tr
”Fwith a pleasant summer camp atmosphere.

But on the

other hand the most thorough documents of the

satrocities in the concentration camps were kept by

complete fantasy..

the Nazis themselves.

They noted down every sort oi

torture delivered, the numbers of people they

Why is it that this reversal takes place in this
racist, pornographic, ideological mind?

killed, they kept films and records and notations,

of every kind on what they did in‘the concentration

Because in fact if you have taken the 'other' who
is the symbol of nature, and if you have done a

camps.

I was travelling across America once to

give a lecture and I happened to be in a car with
an American Indian woman. I explained this whole

great deal to contain them (you have stripped them
of civil rights, you've humiliated them publicly,

thing to her, and she said well, that‘s interesting
because the best records of the destruction of the

develoPed a whole ideology that describes them as
inferior, you've even put them in concentration

native Americans were kept by the American army.

camps), yet still you see what happens is that

Because in fact what the final solution is, for this
insane mind, is to destroy nature and replace nature

despite all these great measures you are still
invaded by the knowledge of your own body. The

17- with a cultural record of nature's destruction.

knowledge that you are mortal still is there in your
own tissues. You still will fall asleep, you will

So

’ that in this madness, this is the final idea of
Voomplete safety. It's the proof that nature has been

still dream, still breathe, you still get hungry,

you still are part_of this biosphere - so every
attempt you make to dominate nature through this

T K Johns, who is the maaho believed

:dOminated.

-that with enough shovels we can protect ourselves
from nuclear warfare, has an office which is filled
_with photographs-of Hiroshima-after the atom bomb.
idea
'And the US Pentagon has now come up with.an
'

'other' who has in your mind become nature itself,
fails; and therefore you must begin to believe that
this 'other' is immensely, terribly powerful.
You know - the 'femme fatale'.

’of how a nuclear war can really be won.
\

Ix
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That-is in

. fact that the .r-e aI9inner will be the One who has a_
I: record of everything that has happened- So to this
'end enormous amounts of money have gone into f

_ building Satellite systems and into Special airplanes
” 'which will be flown above the earth to record all the

hidestruction that is taking place.

_

And then the"

»Vice-President 9111 be flown up in an airplane
"e.himself —-an airplane fully equipped to run a nuclear
-.war and to receive information in it about nuclear
war - so that there will be somebody who knows
what' 5 happened. And as long as that cultural
information, that cultural record of the destruction

-.of the earth exists-and Survives, the Pentagon

hegenerals believe that they will have won a nuclear
war.

"

_ I-think it's really no accident at all that the

word 'holocaust' - as in Nazi holocaust - has been

.used to describe the nuclear war, because in fact
'the German hatred of the Jew was not only German

7. I anti—semitism: anti—semitism is a part of this, and
racism, and hatred of women — these are all deeply

i-a part of this civilisation that we share. The Nazi
holocaust has never really ended, it simply has
".continued.
And in a way - unfortunatehy, because
:I'm’an American and I cherish the tradition in many
ways from which I come — but I believe at this point
rthat the country that's new spearheading the movement
of self-destruction is the United States.
The real enemy now is the self. So it becomes
understandable that the target for the bombs at this
point is the civilian population. Each and every
particular human being, each civilian, is now the
Ivenemy. It's very revealing that in this plan that
the generals have to conduct extended nuclear

Cont.

,technology and its role in directing and currently
'destroying human and environmental relations. Instead
access to modern technology is uncritically demanded.

"

warfare they have the President being killed as part
And if you think of .the American
President as similar in fa_ct to a_ king, a psycho—
logical figure who represents every human being

-of- their scenario.

(or at least every man, if not the rest of us.'), and

if you then do a psychoanalysis of this mad scenario
for nuclear war, you see that really the
intention
is to commit suicide.

I think that there are solutions to this terrible
dilemma that we're in, and in a way they' re outside
- of the imagination of our shared insanity. So I do
believe that because of that, that one of the ways
we can find many solutions - or begin to imagine
ways that-we can survive — is through not so much
poetry itself as a literary form, as getting back to
that quality that poetry has in which we are whole
again: we are whole human.beings, and we speak from
our emotions and our bodies and with our intellects
all at the same time. We do not Oppose our
feelings to our thoughts, but we use the deeper
resources of our conscious and unconscious life in
order to discover what we don't know —
wisdom
the
within us.
It's interesting that the US-Civil Defense Agency
has characterised the pessimism that many people
'
have that human beings can survive a nuclear
holocaust as "emotional". I would say yes, it's
very emotional, it's deeply emotional...
I'm going to end with this poem, and
called
it's
’Prayer for Continuation'.
**

'**

Susan Griffin ended her talk by reading a long
poem, as yet unpublished in this country.

politicise those to whom politics was previously
irrelevant, that the current state of global war is
,
maintained by the values that put Black and Third WOrld
women on the bottom of the economic pile.
As Wilmette, a Black American 1esbian,says,

“The terms of our struggle for peace are that the
direction and the organisational priorities that we
need to carry out at any particular moment guarantee ,
‘However, she brings an essential realisation to
the fore- that the peace movement not grow at the expense of
front of the peace movement — a movement that has begun to
those at the bottom. OtherwiSe the peace movement will
grow, but it will
war."
.
accommodate
Sigrid Shayer
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1‘ THE NEED for the Third World to produce more
commodities to repay its debts will increase the
.present glut of soft commodities and continue the

price slide.

The world food prices will therefore

stay low. Outside the EEC these will be available to
Britain: food prices will decrease.
But the lower imported food prices would mean that
fewer goods have to be exported for the same amount of
food. This would cause unemployment. Much foreign
. investment, by Japanese carmakers for instance,
is at
_. present put into Britain in order to get an entry into

3I_the EEC.

If we withdraw, this investment will dry up.

:30 far it looks like swings and roundabouts.
But the most serious economic effects would be caused
page

by our loss of political prestige in Africa.
The
Entente Cordiale was an agreement by Britain
and
France to freeze Germany out of Africa. Germany
fought
the First World War to get back in. Africa is
‘”
that
important.
The EEC is an agreement between EurOpean states to
freeze Russia and America out of Africa. As long
as
our client governments in Africa can depend on our
arms and support to maintain them in power, they will
continue to sell us their commodities and take our
manufactured goods in exchange. If they perceive that
the EEC is weakened and might not have the strength
or
will to keep them in power, they will_ turn to Ru-ssia
or America for support and we would lose their trade.
In today's terms this would be .very "harmful" indeed.
Nigeria alone provides 2m jobs in Britain every year.
Therefore if our withdrawal is perceived in Africa
as
a loss of political muscle, and if we stop selling
them arms, we must reckon on unemployment rising
another 3m. The answer to that is "Take back the

tifd '

Richard Hunt

one all—out attack. The USSR do not_ yet have missiles of such accuracy, .
but it is inconceivable that they will

. Startwith a Compromise
Dear GL,

have to accept

I was both surprised and delighted
Surprised to discover at last that
there are at least some greens who
share my concern for a change of
approach to nuclear disarmament, and
delighted that I can entirely concur
with Mike's basic attitude.

Aldridge (Pluto Press), a highly

(b)

We have to produce policies that have
7
'a reasonable Chance of general
acceptance. To this end an organi—
sation called First Stop First Strike
is putting forward just two basic
propositions:

’with the new first—strike missiles
which can be used, and in some cases
can ONLY be used, for a pre—emptive
strike. Such is their accuracy that,
given sufficient numbers, they will
give the USA the possibility of
destroying ALL the Soviet missiles in

Our first priority should be the

Q3
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For many more, the problem is not

are not, in war terms, comparable

total rejection of USA first strike
nuclear policies and weapons. To get
more widespread support for this we

I.
Q‘ \\§ \_

‘I
"x_

‘

Deeply buried within.Mike Bell's
squib 'Getting Elected in.May' (GLZO)
"
lie a couple of truths — Green;
politics are not, or should not he,
adversarial party'politics and thus
the ties that bind greens should be
stronger than the divides and.no one
group can arrogate to itself the

mantle of purity.

However, I took

great exception to the cynical
opportunism that the article seems to
be suggesting. Whilst we should
applaud and support any green taking'
the necessary long march through the
institutions that approbation cannot
be bestowed on any individual,
however good their intentions, who
are prepared to work within and for:
an organisation that "revolts" them -

or even “revolts them the least".

For joining and representing such a
body infers assent for its general
aims and aspirations, so to join on

Other-

In accepting deterrent missiles we

-)’

:will be able to emphasise the terrible
and immediate danger that will come
from the planned deployment of tens
of thousands of first-strike weapons. 1
-These new missiles are so destabili-

or

sing that continued deployment makes

.the next and last world war quite
iinevitable.
As one pacifist has just written to
. me, "I am concerned with the polari—
sation that has occured on the
nuclear issue. Hence I am concerned
that the long road to_'peace'
requires, in the first instance, a
Compromise to press for lincremental
but attainable' steps towards nuclear

(and for that matter chemical,
biological and conventional) disarma—
ment. I am therefore interested in
First Stop as a_first step.“

'
"

There are signs of similar compromises
from people of all sorts of persua-

sions as the appalling dimensions of
the nuclear problem begin to sink into
’the public consciousness.

Graham Knight

7

Secretary, First Step First Strike
15 Sandyhurst Lane, Ashford, Kent.

‘n

needs more than a motibhidratwo—to be

Eco's Role is i'to Make Greenst
Dear GL,

and deal with this attitude.

wise we will make no real progress
towards UK nuclear disarmament.

5‘\'\ ..

-\

“grew

-

First Stop is saying that, believable
or not, we will just have to accept

Older weapons, like Polaris, are what
I call genuine nuclear deterrent
missiles. Genuine in the sense that
they cannot, in all rationality, be
used to start a war. They cannot be
targetted accurately against specific
targets, so_are-limited to a vengeful
role should the worst happen- They

Is it not time that we all accepted,
as Mike says, that "the time is past
for ranting and banner.waving"?’

Many of us find this whole 7

concept difficult to accept, but

so much the moral one, but rather a
lack of understanding of the new
nuclear situation. Nuclear weapons
still tend to be lumped together —
all are totally unacceptable — not
'realising that, in terms of war
fighting, they are very different.

During the 3 years preceding the
General Election I put considerable
effort into CND activities in the
hope that afterwards, optimistically,
we would somehow have a sane nuclear
policy. A forlorn hope!

‘1 .\\__
\ﬁc—

deterrent against attack from the
USSR.

(a) For some, it is immoral even to
threaten, let alone use nuclear
'
weapons, and such is their moral
indignation that they cannot contem-r
plate accepting any delay in the
a disposal of all nuclear missiles even
though they may admit the odds are
against it. I will not deal here
with the moral arguments.

. impressive, authoritative and chilling
work from an engineer formerly within
the USA defence establishment.

_/

‘

nuclear weapons as an essential_

There appear to be two areas of
controversy in putting forward such
a compromise policy:

However, with one assumption of his
I do have to disagree - that we still
have 'a few decades to achieve our
goal'. I wish I could believe it.
More likely we have just a few more
years. Anyone who doubts that should
read 'First Strike', by Robert

continues to increase.
Opinion polls indicate that the

majority of the UK population see

A comprehensive defence policy will
follow later.

by Mike Bell (GL 18).

2:.‘

'

(2) a minimal UK deterrent.

to read 'Unilateralism is Not Green'

(1)

not take sane action as the threat

passed by Conference; more than a
couple of environmentally sound
projects to make a party green.

I believe that there is a role_for the'

those terms smacks of hypocrisy —

Ecology Party — not necessarily

and I for one do not believe that
Greens should be dissemblers.

"playing at democracy" but in

We are in fact back to the old ends— and—means argument. Mike's suggestion
is that, in the interests of a green
ending, we cannot be over-fussy or
purist about the means. My contention .7

is that means are the ends in the-

making and, as such, must be predi-

cated.upon our ideals.

_

In other'

words, yes to working through a none
green party if you really and openly

believe that this is the way to

bring about the necessary changes —
and a firm no to using that party
I

simply to achieve-power.

'Green politics do not merge impercep—
tibly into the old growth—centered
politics. Between them there exists
a radical paradigm shift. Those who

choose to work within the establish—
ment parties must recognise this. It

”

'providing nuclei around which Green
Groups can coalesCe and providing

propaganda, in word and deed, for'
some of the green alternatives. (I
g1
'

tend towards a view of the Ecology
Party as more of a ginger group than

a political party proper.) I believe

is, first and forethetask of see—

most, to make Greens.

A final rejoinder: machinery for
change is not change, however
.
necessary and helpful it might be in.achieving it. That is why I believe

'

,

c“
;T
- <’
i

that the parliamentary/local authority
path is simply not sufficient. There
is much work for Greens to do beside
playing at militant tendency in the
SDP.
Steve Foulger

38 Turpyn.Court, Cambridge CB4 ZRN.
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example of this concept is URANIUM

Not Just a. PTettyLabel
Dear GL,
.
_
or hope that GL
I
note with a fIICk?r

writers raise ”Fay important POlnts
on

Thlid

World

BUt have

issues.

pineapples — 90% of which are for

think you'd like to buy one?

into prostitution to survive?

Filipinos is instead used to produce

they

I“ .3 ﬁ°°k at me” “When Shelves

Shop at C&A.

export. Think about THAT the next

lately.

Of
a
pineapple
glass
time you enjoy
gulce.

Don't

Don't

-

they considered the deeper
Have
0f the names on the
.
implications
on these
packezs,tgars;ortt1ns
libel:

At the October ‘83 Conference of
Cardinals and BishOps in Rome, the

Consumption with a conscience means
keeping your eyes open when you go
shopping. When you find out about
the activities of many multinational

the
ingred—
contents 9f
con51der
about.
lents llSt worth
thinking

'structural sin' that is implicit in
the 'world banking business‘ and the

won't want to continue to help
perpetuate those activities any more

'world market system', and the

than you would participate in them if

there - or 0
ey; 1nd the

ey qus

Go and have a look on your kitchen

corporations in the Third World, you

Indian delegate spoke on the

'

they were going on in THIS country.

Conference acknowledged that
'structural sin' DOES exist; concluding that the individual IS ultimate—
ly responsible for it - participation
implying complicity. All the major
churches support the Traidcraft
company's marketing of Third World
goods that have been produced on

shelves. If you find Nestle coffee,
Cadbury—Typhoo chocolate or tea, or
Filipine pineapple (among numerous
other things I could mention) you
are participating in the exploitation
of the people of the Third World —
by being the final link in the
economic chain of events that begins

Our electoral vote means nothing.
Whoeverwyou vote for, the Tories get

in.

buy one of those products.

i
2
Aliirnative

S 0 i t is no t jus t us Zen Buddhists

AS 8 Zen mddhist I feel especially

'

ethically, distance makes no

Consumption is about
w

3: IT? $2,: :‘ﬁiegorﬂeﬁﬁoﬁﬁhﬁmth

that are waking up to the fact that,

Persuany
“”3313” thatforI 8‘“
the 'karma' on

Your MONEY is your mest powerful

vote (at least until we get P.R.!I
so use it wisely. Consider the karma
on what you consume — for the sake of
the many children who are starving as
you read this - for the sake of your
own karma.

couoperatives Wherein the'workers
have a fair chare of the fruits of
their labours

with the 'semi—slave' producer in the
Third World and ends with your money
passing into the cash till when you

effects of many multinationals in

what
responsible
I consume. Accepting this responsi—
bility implies making value decisions
take into~
what I consume
that
about
the
ultimate reper—
consideration

difference. An individual cannot
draw a Icircle of ethics' around
just
his own nation that excludes the
'rest 0f the world'. It is ETHICALLY
wrong to participate (through

the Third World, or for information
about alternative sources of supply
of commodities which have been
produced in a non—exploitative mode
of production, contact ISAAC:

For although indirect,
consumption.
those repercuSSlons are real enough:

in activities in underdeveloped

Advancement of Alternative Consump-

happy shareholders for Dole and Del

on ethical

cu551ons Of the 'direct' ECIIOF 0f

countries that would be 'illegal'
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SATURDAY
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Thanks to the
Greenham Women

a 8-?th en, Dyfed, W ales.

in THIS country.

grounds

‘
.

I

i.»

A

C no

;

(Another currently publicised__

Filipino children under 5 are under-

’.

International Society for the

consumption 0f the ultimate PTOdUCt)

Monte at 9.1., while half the

\

nourished because their parents are
under aid and land that could be used
to prgduce cheaper food for the

Do YOU want to wear a jacket made in
Sumatra by ”8—year—old girl
working_in a sweat-shop where shefll .
the time-she's
be too blind to sew
11 or 12, and so sheyiill be forced

;(Name supplied, address as above).
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SATURDAY

28thAPRIL

Dear GL,
I for one am truly grateful to the
Greenham women for doing what I
haven't the guts to do - namely to
give up my creature comforts and my
slot in the materialist establishment and go and set up camp on a
Berkshire common.
The argument between separatist or
mixed action at Greenham Common seems
entirely false to me. Firstly, if
men want to protest against cruise
there are places other than Greenhmn
where they can go — Molesworth, for
instance. Secondly, in order to make
the breakthrough in feminist politics
there had to be a really successful
women-only action and it just happens
to be Greenham.
So lay off, you who think you are
Brothers, and just for once let your
Sisters have the limelight to
themselves.

ABII: IIAIII
wIIIIII IAIIII
APIIII 23m Ismmm Ilam IIIIIIIIm
FRIENDS HOUSE EUSTON ROAD LONDON N.W.1.
(2 MINUTES FROM EUSTON STATIONI

008T FOR THE WHOLE DAY£2 (at door). CONCESSIONARIES (widI catds) 70p.;
Speakers includo: -

HELEN JOHN (Greenham Common)
JONATHAN PORRITT (Ecology Party)
Enquiries: _

_ _ ANGELA WARNER (British Union of Anti-vivisoction)

GUY DAUNOEY (The Unemployment Handbook)
J ANDREWS
Dr. REX ANDREWS (QuakerI
8514.
16: FRANCONIA ROAD
HENDERSON
(Carribean TimesI
Telephone: 01-022 5734
DALRYMPLE
Green Line will be there with the MAI issue. Phone us
now and collect your bulk orders from our stall: it'll
save us a lot of postage!

Deborah Sutherland

20 Applegarth Road, London H14 0H1.
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against it; Labour gained ten times as—

many seats as the Alliance with only
2% more votes, the Alliance winning

only 3% of the seats in the House of
Comons to represent their 25% share

of voters.'

But the real losers of the election,

Cadbniiyx

:Paul Ekins, Field Organiser of the
Campaign for Fair votes, writes:
Proportional representation-never
used to be considered an issue well ’
suited to mass campaigning. But the
1983 General Election changed that.

We have never been better placed to

women, Greens and blacks have no
representation at all.

Fair Vetes Guide, advertised below.

50% of the votes cast failed to elect
win PR and I would be delighted to hear
anyone, and 400 MPs were elected on
from any GL reader who wants to put
fewer than half the votes cast in their their shoulder to this particular
constituency. Negative, tactical
wheel. If you write, please let me
voting was_the order of the day,
know.your constituency, so that I can
stifling the diverSity of our-society
put you in touch with your local
at large: only 3% of our MPs are
organisers. And_as a first step, do

elections.

,.‘

order a copy of the newly—published

Everyone involved in the

petition has been amazed at the public

awareness of the issue.

From inner

Newcastle to the vale of Evesham, from
council estates to leafy suburbs, at

least 80%rof those-approached know what

PR is. Of that 80%, more than two
thirds, comprising a majority of those

voting for El; parties, sign their name
..

u
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:Phillipines

Gandhi Foundation ,

Support

Foundation was held last month in'.

The inaugural meeting of the Gandhi

London. Its purpose is to promote
the study and Spread of Gandhi's
teaching. Information from (and
donations to) the Interim General

Geoff Nettleton writes:

The Philippines Support Group wants
to thank those green activists who
responded to a recent article in GL
ment aid to forcibly displace
peasants and tribespeople from their

lands and replace them with profitable

oil palm plantations.

GL readers will be interested to learn
that apprOXimately 80 acres of the oil

palms were recently cut down by local
people during night-time raids on the

estate. So the campaign against this
soucalled 'aid' project is continuing
both in Britain and the Philippines.

be interested to come to a PSG

conference to be held on Saturday May
5 at Holborn Library, Theobalds Road, '
London W01 from 10.30 - 5 pm. The

Britain and building links with other
campaigning groups.

For more infor—

mationlcontact PSG, In Box 75.8,

London UC1N IXX (phone 01—221 6601).

ummMmmmnMuunuﬂ

gnthuotngtoyguethu in a cowl-n! pocket with.

Evans, Quaker Peace and Service,
Friends House, Euston Road, London
NW1. Richard Attenhorough has agreed
to special showings of "Gandhi" to
support the Foundation.
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Joint conservation/eco/environmental groups

Green activists who want to know more
about the general Philippine situation
and link into future campaigning may

afternoon session will be devoted to

mnaummr

Secretary, Surur Hoda, c/o Cecil

exposing the use of British Govern—

workshOps to discuss campaigning in

reform since women get the vote.

as usual, were the voters: more than

.ted to parliament after the European

although 60%rof the voters voters
‘

for those of us who are convinced that

this is the most necessary democratic

' referendum
on PR which will be presen»

Some readers may not have fully
realised the full extent of the
distortions of the last election.
This government, re-elected with 58
more MP5 with fewer votes than in '79,
claims a 'mandate' and a 'landslide'

_ g-

for PR and been immensely encouraging

only 95p, and is available from us or
The Campaign for Fair votes grew out
Green_Line (see back page). The
of a real sense of pcpular outrage at
address of the Campaign for Fair
this extraordinary result. -Within 6
months of the election it was organised votes is 60, Chandos_Place, London
in 500 constituencies throughOut main? WC2N 4H0. It would be good to hear
land Britain and is noW'well on its way from you.
towards achieving its target of one
million signatures petitioning for a

FUQJF“I(’11ES;

A

indicate a 60% — 70% popular support

It’s an invaluable resource, costs

(:‘\I“"!¢\I(;lllF()li

a." _

with a ready hand. The petition has
borne out the opinion polls that

-

Morning: Land use or_abuse?

Food production.

Health and the environment

Afternoonsnergy
and Technology: Progress
'
or Suicide?
Tickets £3 for day, s2 half—day, and further details frmms.
Bill Hughes, 24 Ashford Road, Swindon, Wilts. sN1 3NR

Saturday 28th .April
age17

SVINDON

Friends Meeting HOuse

Emerson College
“STRANGE HOW .WE TRUST THE POWERS THAT RUIN
AND NOT THE POWERS THAT BLESS?”
Christopher Fry in
‘A Sleep of Prisoners‘.

WHAT MAKES FOR PEACE?
An International Summer Workshop
at Emerson College

Friday July 13th (evening) to Friday July 20th (midday) 1984
There are no new ideas in the arms race or in war. They are symptoms of away of life based on
outworn habits of mind. Peace will be found through new thinking, new feeling, new living,

summoned up by the creativity and initiative in all of us.
We invite you to a week of exploration, to strengthen our experience of what makes for peace, to

meet others on the same search.
Guest Speakers:

JONATHON PORRITT, Co-Chairman of the Ecology Party Council.
STEPHANIE LELAND, Founder—National Council of Women for Life on Earth.
Also
JOHN DAVY, Principal of Emerson College.

Morning workshops will include: Conﬂict and community—building; peace and the inner life; in
search of the true feminine; the healing of science and technology; holistic agriculture; non—violent
money; the arts between tyranny and chaos, and others.
In the afternoons, paint, sing, spin, make poetry, try eurythmy, work on the farm, sit in the sun
(weather permitting).
Accommodation and meals available. Facilities for camping; creche for children.

(Emerson College is a centre ofadult education, training and research based on the work ofRudolf Steiner. The workshops
will be offered by members of the College staff, together with others working for a new future).
Forest Row, Sussex, England RH18 5] X
Tel: (0342-82) 2238.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To: The Seeretary, Summer Workshop, Emerson College, Forest Row,l‘Sussex, England RH18 SJX.
I am interested in the Summer Workshop. Please send me programme and full details as soon as possible.

NAME: .............................................................................................

....................................................................................................

Nuclear Power:
Endof the Road?
A working conference with this
title is to be held in London on

May 12/13.

The intention is to

alert activists to the need to
develop rational alternative energy
policies as the nuclear power
industry approaches collapse.
Workshops will cover Sizewell,
. Uindscale, energy policy, waste
transport and management, the consumer campaign, NVDA, education
workshops for those who want to be
better informed, plus films and
exhibitions and a chance to meet
other activists and'eXChange ideas.

The conference will be held at
Queen Mary Hall, YWCA, Great Russell
Street, London.WC1. It is organised
by the SouthéEast Anti-Nuclear
Network, with support from Friends
of the Earth, Greenpeace and the
Ecology Party. S.a.e. for leaflet
and booking form to SEANNET
Conference Bookings, 22 Beacon
Hill,
London N7

931

Boscombe: New Date
The Boscombe Festival of Peace will

now be held on.June 16/17, not

the previous weekend as announced
in GL 20. This is to- asoid a clash
of dates with the Action '84 plans
for action to coincide with the
visit of Reagan to the Economic
“Summit in London.
‘ '
‘
m
ym-wu'ury

.Stirling Green.Alliance
Andrew Chambers writes from the

University of Stirling:

A Green Alliance has recently been
established at the University of
Stirling. We hope to promote both
environmental and political issues
pursued by the Green movement as a
whole. It is also hoped_that the
Alliance will embrace other societies

on campus to direct and campaign on

common issues of concern e e.g‘ CND,
feminists, conservationists, etc.
In the future we-hcpe to develop
outside the university and become a
community group, since none exists

within the Stirling region at the
moment.

Thus if any reader is

interested in developing a green
group for Stirling region, would they

'like to contact me at 3 43 Murray
Hall, University of Stirling,
Stirling PK? 4LJ.

Eco Sceptical of
Women's Case

seats. This would bring a novel.fbrm
of NVDA into a number of County Halls.

working for a lEurope of the regions'.

Members heard greens from other

European countries say that they will
represent the interests of British
greens at Strasbourg if they get
elected in June.

of fluoride from drinking water,

Trust Holding schemes to replace

council house sales (allowing the

Cenference agreed to urge local

parties to campaign in the 1985
County Council elections on the basis
that they would aim for enough votes
to entitle them to seats under a.PR
- and
to take those
system
actually
.1 .. .--——..._.____1._. -—_~___

Molesworth Planting
A new campaign has just started to

put the land at USAF Molesworth
peaceful and life-affirming uses.to
Crops will be sown on the base,
which it is then hoped to harvest and

'send to starving people in Africa'.

On Easter Sunday there will be an

All Faiths Celebration of Life at
3 pm, followed by hoeing and planting.
lieparation will be in hand every
weekend before then. Info: Tim or
Bridie, 08012 2187.

Stockport Easter Festival
Stockport CND and Stockport Ecology

Party are joining forces to organise
an annual festival for peace and
ecology activists. Overseas speakers
have been invited. There will be a

creche, food, and accommodation if

necessary; and live music on the

Friday, and a jam session on the
.Saturday. Fees £2 including enter—

What.Does SERA.mean?

480 7688.

but enjoys consultative status on.
certain relevant issues with the
Labour Party.)

But the most contentious part of the
conference was without doubt the
Sunday morning session, when members
made it very clear that they did not
approve of a report presented to the

for

freedom of home ownership without
depriving the community of its housing
stock), for the reduction of the
voting age to 16, for a limit on the
amount of money a political party may
spend nationally during a parliamentary
election campaign, for the abolition
of the House of Lords and its
replacement_hy-a second chamber
directly elected by PR.

tainment (50p unwaged).

Resources Association, a grOup which
is totally independent of any party

A proposal that local parties should
be encouraged to form the nucleus of
I"Green Groups' of sympathisers was
rejected.

Other resolutions passed by the
conference called for the withdrawal

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBVFEZZBJG? MI

:(Ue keep_getting asked: SERA stands
'for Socialist Environment and

It also gave its support to the NCCL
Charter of Civil Rights and Liberties,
and to the United Nations Declaration
of the Rights of the Child. "Wholehearted support" was given to the
Greenham women, and the abuse of legal
procedures in bringing the women to
court was condemned.

At its Spring Conference in Southport
at the end of March, the Ecology
Party reéaffirmed its commitment to
British withdrawal from the EEC and to

Information

from Annette Magner on Stockport

”MEL! 113.1__L_
111111.13
Green Groups
.Additions to last month's list will

appear in the next issue, along with
a list of Student Green Groups. "Send
last minute up—dates by April 14th.
page 19

.conference on the role of women in

society in general ~ and in the party
in particular. Although the party
'had appeared to espouse the basic
principles of green feminism in its
election manifesto, such familiarity
’with the feminist ethic was clearly
lacking on the floor of conference
at Southport. And a preposal to
incorporate positive discrimination
in famour of women into the party's

constitution to redress the balance

of the sexes on Party Council and its

committees was
overwhelmingly
rejected

mm

~.

Young People and Ecology
Do you have any information on how
to get more young pe0ple into
ecology? Are there any newsletters
or magazines aimed at young people?
If you can.answer these questions,
Richard Alcock, of Greensands,

Sutton Place, Abinger Hammer,*near
Dorking, Surrey RH5 6R? would like
to hear from you. (And if you‘ll

send the same information to GL, we'll

print it here too).

AMAZING!
IDEAS ON LOCAL
PARTY
ACTIVITT!
.New pamphlet.
Truly astounding!
Provocative thinking!
No Eco branch

dare

go without a copy!

Price: just one 12-p stamp
plus 125p s. a.e. to;

Mark Kinzley, 7 Gaysh'am- Avenue,
Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex IG2 6TH

537%s .1
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PQMPHLETS AVAILABLE FROM GREEN LINE
Each card

(Prices include p@, except that orders under £32 should be
accompanied by a 12%p stamp).
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ECG-SQCIALISM IN A momma (arm, 249p, 50p).
‘Nuclear Power for Beginners' .

Ebctrapt from

Printed

5 for £2 post free.

309131,:v AM) Boomer (Raymond Williams.
An historic convergence.

is about '
6" X 4"
in We

sane, zopp, 75p).

'rainbows‘

5 for £3 post free.

of 0010111.:

GOD'S GREEN WORLD (Christian Ecology Group, 48pp, £1). Prayer,

creation, conflict, the feminine, economics, animals

_

"

'

FAIR vows GUIDE (Campaign for Fair Votes, 32pp, 95p). All the
basic facts about electoral reform.

5 for £4 post free.

names THE EARTH (Green ("no / on), 44pp, 90p).
of peace.

5 for £3.50 post free.
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Choose English.version (illustrated); or
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These are printed in light

'

yellow, gold.and green — and *

rate: 100
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catch the eye at a distance!
3%" x 5%".
30p each; 10 or
more 20p each post free.

cards for
. £3,
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Seven designs, symbols of the green.movement's unityeina

diversity.

In three colours (green, gold and yellow)

and visible from afar.

1" diameter.

20p each: sample

set £1 post free. 20 or more (assorted) 12p each.
100 or more (assorted) 10p each post free.

CND, feminist, yinryang, anarchist, Christian, Eco, FbE.
More designs planned.
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“mammals:

T0 CHEER: Send order, with correct payment, to Green Line,
14 Alexandra Road, Oxford 0X2 ODE. Cashawith-order only, please.
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2-colour mandala version; or Russian—English
bilingual version. All same price.

Set of 8
£1. Each
design

£1 for 10.
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'Prayer for Peace' postcards 10p each (10 for

than we
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